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Handling HTML Form with PHP 

Dealing with multi value fields in PHP 

 

GET vs. POST: 

 Both GET and POST create an array (e.g. array(key1=>value1, 
key2=>value2,key3=>value3,…). This array holds key/value pairs, where keys 

are the names of the form controls and values are the input data from the user. 

Both GET and POST are treated as $_GET and $_POST. These are super 

globals, which means that they are always accessible, regardless of scope and 
you can access them from any function, class or file without having to do 
anything special. 

 

$_GET is an array of variables passed to the current script via the URL 

parameters. 

$_POST is an array of variables passed to the current script via the HTTP POST 
method. 

 

When to use GET? 

 Information sent from a form with the GET method is visible to everyone 

(all variable names and values are displayed in the URL). GET also has limits 

on the amount of information to send. The limitation is about 2000 characters. 

However, because the variables are displayed in the URL, it is possible to 

bookmark the page. This can be useful in some cases. GET may be used for 

sending non-sensitive data. GET should never be used for sending passwords 

or other sensitive information. 

When to use POST? 

 Information sent from a form with the POST method is invisible to others 

(all names/values are embedded within the body of the HTTP request) and has 

no limits on the amount of information to send. 

 

 

 

 



Dealing with Multi-value Fields: 

 HTML <select> multiple attribute: 

  The multiple attribute of <select> tag is a Boolean attribute. When 

present, it specifies that multiple options can be selected at once.   

 Selecting multiple options vary in different operating systems and 

browsers: 

 For windows: Hold down the control (ctrl) button to select multiple options. 

 HTML <input type= “checkbox”>: 

It is more user-friendly to use. 

The <input type= “checkbox”> defines a checkbox. The checkbox is shown as a 

square box that is ticked (checked) when activated. Checkboxes are used to let 

a user select one or more options of a limited number of choices. 

 

To handle multi-value fields in your PHP scripts, add square brackets ([]) after 

the field name in your HTML form. Then, when the PHP engine sees a 

submitted form field name with square brackets at the end, it creates a nested 

array of values within the $_GET or $_POST super global array, rather than a 

single value.  

Individual values from the nested array can then be pulled out of the nested 

array as shown in example below (using foreach loop): 

Code for HTML Form (multiplefields.php): 

 



Code for Action part (multifield2.php): 

 

 

Output after clicking on submit button will be: 

 


